Rapid intervention
hose reel
for normal / high pressure and dry
chemical powder
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Rosenbauer - Rapid intervention hose reel

One hose reel for all operations
Versatile and universal usable

The Rosenbauer hose reel is a universal, modular reel.
Starting from the hand cranked 700 mm width standard
model, the following main versions can are available:

Rapid intervention hose reel

▪▪ drum width 500 to 1,000 mm (19,7 to 39,4 in)
▪▪ hose nominal width 19 to 38 mm (0,75 to 1,5 in)
▪▪ connection thread in inches or metres
▪▪ hose length up to 100 m (328 ft)
▪▪ manual drive, left or right, with several crank
lengths and attachment positions
▪▪ electric rewind optional in12 or 24 V available

Normal pressure water/foam CAFS powder –
rapid intervention hose reel

Dry chemical rapid intervention hose reel

All versions are suitable and tested for:
▪▪ normal and high pressure water
▪▪ fire fighting foam (including CAFS)
▪▪ dry chemical
Possible assembly positions
▪▪ upright bottom mount
▪▪ upside down hanging
▪▪ wallmount, it needs only four bolts
to fasten
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Rapid intervention hose reel - Rosenbauer

Easy rewind – manual or electric

Hose guards on all sides
The hose guard folds out over the vehicle‘s outline and
ensures that the hose does not touch the vehicle and prevents damages to the paintwork.
Three deflection rollers enable deploy and rewind from all
sides even with large hose diameters.

1
The hose guard is self locking in retraced and extended position by a gas strut

2

Additional internal electric drive
The e-drive is installed inside the reel drum to save space
(12 V/140 W, 24 V/ 100 W).
It has a safety overload clutch (slip clutch), as well as a
planetary gear (transmission ratio 1:19), which gives a
decoiling speed of 45 m/min at 24 V and
33 m/min at 12 V.
The compact design
without external
reel chain drive
saves space in
the vehicle and
helps prevent
injuries.

1. Reel brake, 2. Crank drive

Manual standard crank
▪▪ can be inserted:
- horizontally,
- 45° downwards,
- vertically by using an angular gear
▪▪ crank length 680 or 1,250 mm
(26,8 or 49,2 in)
▪▪ transmission ratio 3.86
▪▪ the reel brake apply to the drive
shaft thru a latching lever
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Rapid intervention hose reel

Durable and contamination resistant due to noncorroding materials:
▪▪ PE plastic drum
▪▪ high quality ABS plastic drum flanges
▪▪ powder-coated and painted assembly frames
▪▪ cast aluminium crank assembly (pinion and crown gear)
▪▪ aluminium hose guard
▪▪ water-bearing parts and connections or made at
corrosion-resistant anodised light metals

Tension roller for FORMTEX normal pressure hose
A tension roller is available for the FORMTEX normal pressure hose that keeps the hose compact on the reel during the
operation.

The entire reel has a sturdy built and is easy to clean.

Contact
Rosenbauer International AG
Paschinger Straße 90
4060 Leonding, Austria
Tel.: +43 732 6794-0
Fax: +43 732 6794-83
office@rosenbauer.com

www.rosenbauer.com
Text and illustrations are non-binding. The images and descriptions may show special designs, which are deliverable against additional cost.
Rights reserved for amendments owing to technical advancements. Rapid intervention hose reel_EN_2012_01
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